The CityLynX Connector is a FREE service. Line 1091 is a number of CATS local and express bus routes.
Charlotte Transportation Center so you can easily connect to the LYNX Blue Line. Prepare to exit through the rear doors. The CityLynX Connector serves the ride. About one block from your stop, gather your belongings and when boarding allow other passengers to exit first. Then step on and enjoy.

Be sure to stand where the bus operator can see you.
Headway sign above the windshield for the name “CityLynX Connector” and say “CityLynX Connector” be at your stop a few minutes early. Look at the map and look for bus stops along the current Gold Line route that the CityLynX Connector Bus Service. For stop locations, familiarize yourself service to and from all existing Gold Line destinations will be accessible via until Phase 2 opens.

The current Gold line service will discontinue on Monday, June 3, 2019, for Level boarding with the new, modern stations and upgrade power on construction. In order to safely and efficiently raise the existing stop platforms.

KEY DESTINATIONS
- Charlotte Transportation Center
- Spectrum Arena
- Government District
- Central Piedmont Community College
- Novant Presbyterian Hospital

FREE SERVICE